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Abstract: The Malthusian “preventive check” mechanism has been well
documented for pre-industrial England through evidence for a negative
correlation between the marriage rate and the price of wheat. Other
literature, however, speculates that the correlation was in fact positive from
the early nineteenth century. This paper uses the cointegrated VAR model
and recursive estimation techniques to document the changing relationship
between nuptiality and the price of wheat from 1541-1965. The relationship
is indeed positive from the early nineteenth century to the First World War.
A simple theoretical model shows that this result is not in fact inconsistent
with a stylized Malthusian mechanism, and can be understood within the
context of an increasing dominance of shocks to aggregate demand rather
than to aggregate supply.
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1 Introduction
Since Malthus (1798), scholars have been fascinated by the evidence for a negative correlation between marriage rates and what Malthus termed the “price of provisions”, for which a usual proxy is considered to be the price of wheat. This relationship seemed to provide evidence of a “preventive check” mechanism, at least in the pre-industrial period, whereby marriage and hence childbirth was postponed in the expectation of hard times ahead. Most studies have at least implicitly assumed that this relationship ceased to be significant with the onset of industrialization, and intuitively, it would seem unlikely that the price of wheat has any important impact in modern times, at least on marriage rates.

However, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, economists and statisticians, starting with Ogle (1890), noted that there was now a positive relationship between marriage rates and wheat prices. This revelation, first reported by Ogle at a meeting of the Royal Statistical Society in London on March 18, 1890, and announced to the country by The Times on the following day (The Times, March 19, 1890, p. 10) seems to have caught the public imagination. The satirical magazine, Punch, in a parody of a popular nineteenth century song ² had the singer announce that

\begin{quote}
  The “quarter” stands at fifty, love,
  Which for Mark Lane is dear.
  Our wedding day is coming, love,
  Our married course is clear.
\end{quote}

² My Pretty Jane by Sir Henry Bishop and Edward Fitzball.
In the chorus he therefore asks his love to

... meet me, meet me at the Altar,

When the price of wheat rules high!

(Punch, Vol. 99, September 27, 1890)

However, despite becoming “conventional wisdom” in the interwar years, the relationship proposed by Ogle seems to have been almost completely forgotten after the Second World War. Our aim in this paper is first to establish, using state-of-the-art empirical methods, whether a relationship ever existed and then to document how it changed over time. Although a positive relationship between nuptiality and the price of provisions would appear to contradict Malthus’ prediction, we use a simple theoretical model to demonstrate that it is, in fact, possible for it to be understood within a simple Malthusian framework.

Section 2 presents a brief overview of the literature on the relationship between the marriage rate and the price of wheat. Section 3 uses the cointegrated VAR model and recursive estimation techniques to examine the change in this statistical relationship over time. Section 4 gives details of a simple theoretical basis for the relationship and the change from a negative to a positive correspondence. Section 5 concludes.

2 Summary of the literature
Malthus (1798) seems to have been the first to suggest a relationship between the price of food, which he termed “provisions” and the marriage rate. He wrote that in times of distress caused, he believed, by
overpopulation, “the price of provisions would... tend to rise. The labourer therefore must work harder to earn the same as he did before. During this season of distress, the discouragements to marriage, and the difficulty of rearing a family are so great, that population is at a stand”. (Malthus 1798, II.25) In later work, Malthus (1830) concluded that for many countries “the principal check which at present keeps the population down to the level of the actual means of subsistence is the prudential restraint on marriage.” (Quoted in Schofield 1983, p. 267)

For many years, however, it was impossible to test the validity of Malthus’ theory for his own country, since the first English census was in 1801, and annual marriage statistics were not recorded on a nationwide basis until well into the nineteenth century. Following in the wake of Wrigley & Schofield’s (1981) “reconstruction” of marriage rates going all the way back to 1541, however, a large literature sprang up documenting the negative relationship between marriage rates and the price of wheat (used as a proxy for “price of provisions”) for the pre-industrial English society.

The first such investigation was by Ronald Lee in Chapter 9 of Wrigley & Schofield (1981). He found a significant negative effect of prices on nuptiality, although in the last period he looked at, 1746-1834, the effect is weaker. Similar results are reached for a number of European countries by Galloway (1988) and again for England by Bailey & Chambers (1998) using some sophisticated econometrics and real wages instead of wheat prices³.

³ The authors admit that given inflexible nominal wages and that the price index was dominated by the price of wheat, the two are almost interchangeable. (op.cit. p. 421) In fact the latter might be preferable, since the Phelps Brown-Hopkins (1981) real wage series is unsuitable for accounting for short-run fluctuations—see the discussion in Lindert (1985, p. 618).
However, this modern work largely ignores an older literature which focuses on the modern period. In 1890 Ogle presented his simple statistical analysis, suggesting a positive relationship between the marriage rate and the price of wheat. He cited a number of scholars, including J. Stuart Mill, who assumed the reverse, but noted that “… neither these writers, nor those other authorities in political economy who have made similar statements, give, so far as I have been able to ascertain, the actual figures on which their statements are based; so that it remains doubtful whether they have themselves personally examined into the facts, or whether they have merely adopted, without personal investigation, an article of general belief.” (Ogle 1890, pp. 256-7) Ogle pointed out that civil registration only began in 1839, and estimates from before this date only went back to 1820, and that for these years, a clear positive correlation was apparent4.

Nevertheless, Ogle accepted that a positive relationship is, on the face of it, a paradox, since although the Malthusian negative relationship might be expected to become insignificant with an increase in the standard of living “… it does not explain why they [marriage rates] increase when food, or rather when wheat, is dear”.

Ogle nevertheless provides a simple theoretical solution: “Men marry… in greater numbers when trade is brisk, and when the value of exports increases; but when the exports increase, so also do freights, and this rise in freights causes a corresponding rise in wheat, the largest part of our wheat being imported from abroad”. So, as he explains, the dominant relationship is between the marriage rate and the “briskness of trade” and thus indirectly through transport costs with the price of wheat.

4 He charitably suggests that the confusion of other scholars must be due to their data being “derived from foreign sources”. (op.cit. p. 257)
Hooker (1901) tested Ogle’s theory using contemporary state-of-the-art statistical methodology (Pearson correlation coefficients) to show that the marriage rate was more highly correlated with trade than with the price of wheat\(^5\) and this conclusion was reinforced with similar methodology by Thomas (1927, Chapter III).

By 1920 Arthur C. Pigou felt able to write that “It is well known that the English marriage rate was negatively correlated with wheat prices in the earlier part of the nineteenth century and was positively correlated with exports… in the latter part”. (Pigou 1920, I.IX.2) Even as late as 1931, Beveridge (1931, p. 42) included the marriage rate as one of his indicators of the “pulse of the nation”, noting that “… [t]he tendency to matrimony… is undoubtedly related to the comparative prosperity or adversity of the times”\(^6\). However, with, to our knowledge, one exception\(^7\), this relationship, apparently “conventional wisdom” in the interwar years, has been entirely neglected since the Second World War\(^8\). Moreover, the timing and nature of the change from a negative to a positive relationship has not been examined.

---

\(^5\) This early literature is summarized by Westermarck (1925, pp. 390-1) in his famous *History of Human Marriage*.

\(^6\) Modern economists, so used to relying on GDP data to illustrate the health of the economy, might envy the host of indicators used by the pre-war economist, such as Beveridge’s marriage rate and data for the consumption of beer per head in gallons!

\(^7\) Southall & Gilbert (1996) cite the aforementioned literature as justification for using marriage rates as indicators of local economic distress.

\(^8\) In fact, the last discussion of the impact of prosperity on the marriage rate in modern times was in 1938, when Glass (1938) demonstrated that marriages rates and real wages were still highly correlated in the interwar period.
Ogle (1890) accepted that his finding seemed to be “… so paradoxical… that it is necessary before seeking for its explanation to show that it is an actual fact”. With modern econometrics it is possible to do so.

The variables used in the subsequent analysis are \( \text{lcmr} \), which is the natural logarithm to the crude marriage rate (marriages per 1000 head of population), and \( \text{lprice} \), which is the natural logarithm to the price of wheat. The data run from 1541 to 1965.

We start by illustrating the changing correlation of the crude marriage rate with the price of wheat using a simple OLS framework and sequential regression. Figure 3.1 illustrates the change in the beta-coefficient from an OLS regression of \( \text{lcmr} \) on \( \text{lprice} \). The sample at each point is 100 observations, so for example the first regression is for the years 1541-1640 and the final regression is for the years 1866 to 1965. The coefficient becomes positive for the sample running from approximately 1801-1900, but before this period nearly all samples result in negative coefficients. Adding a trend makes no difference to this conclusion.

Of course, although this simple analysis is useful to illustrate the point that the simple correlation between the marriage rate and the price of wheat did change, it is not necessarily a robust conclusion and certainly cannot be used to make any statements about causality. To do so we therefore turn to
a cointegration analysis, based on the methodology suggested by Juselius (2006)\textsuperscript{9}.

In order to model the long-run relationship between the crude marriage rate and the price of wheat the following model is estimated:

\[ \Delta X_t = \alpha \beta' X_{t-1} + \Gamma \Delta X_{t-1} + \mu + \Phi D_t + \alpha \beta_0 t + \varepsilon_t, \quad (1) \]

where \( X_t = (lcmr, lprice)' \) and \( t \) is the trend.

This model assumes that the \( p = 2 \) variables in \( X_t \) are related through \( r \) equilibrium relationships with deviation from equilibrium \( u_t = \beta' Z_t \), and \( \alpha \) characterizes the equilibrium correction. It holds that \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are \( p \times r \) matrices and the rank of \( \Pi = \alpha \beta' \) is \( r \leq p \). The autoregressive parameter, \( \Gamma \), models the short-run dynamics, and throughout it is assumed that \( \varepsilon_t \sim iid.N_p(0, \Omega) \). \( D_t \) is a vector of dummies.

In order for the assumptions of the model to be fulfilled, in particular that residuals are iid and normally distributed, it is necessary to control for special or “extreme” events which are not otherwise captured by the model. These are detected through a detailed analysis of the residuals, and are classified as either having transitory or permanent effects on the levels of the variables. Special events which have only transitory effects, from period \( T_0 \) to \( T_x \) are modelled by dummies of the form \( D_{i_t} = 1_{[t=T_0]} - 1_{[t=T_x]} \). A dummy of the form \( D_{p_t} = 1_{[t=T_0]} \) allows for the special event to have permanent effects on the levels of the variables. By controlling for the above it is possible to uncover the underlying long-run model for “normal”

\textsuperscript{9} The results were obtained using CATS in RATS, version 2.
observations. As will be demonstrated below, it turns out to be necessary to control for a number of special events, which are almost exclusively wars\textsuperscript{10}.

Since the model assumes constant parameters, and there is strong evidence of the relationship changing around about the year 1800, the sample is split in two: 1541-1799 and 1800-1965. This division is also consistent with work on the “end of the Malthusian era”, which suggests a break at around 1800. (Schofield 1983, Clark 2007)

All subsequent analysis relies on the choice of a lag-length of 2 in the model in equation (1) being correct. Using information criteria, it is found that $k=2$ lags are in fact sufficient to characterize the systematic variation in the model in both periods after controlling for special events. This assumption was then verified at various points during the subsequent analysis.

### 3.1 Pre-industrial England, 1541-1799

Although the negative relationship between the marriage rate and the price of wheat is well documented for the pre-industrial world, we demonstrate it again here for the sake of completeness.

As explained, dummies are introduced to control for special events. These are a permanent negative impact on prices of peace with France in 1546 after the Italian War of 1542-46 and the successful Spanish and English invasion of France in 1557 as part of the Italian War of 1551-9; a permanent negative impact on the marriage rate in 1554, possibly due to Wyatt’s Rebellion of 1554; a permanent positive impact on the marriage rate in 1560 attributable to peace after the final Italian War of 1551-59; and

\textsuperscript{10} It turns out, perhaps surprisingly, that legislative changes, such as the Marriage Act of 1753, which abolished common-law marriage, and the Marriage Act of 1836, which introduced civil marriage, do not have an impact on the statistical relationship between the two variables.
finally temporary negative effects on the marriage rate from 1643-5 and 1648-54. These last seem likely to be due to uncertainty surrounding the First English Civil War (1643-5); and the Second and Third English Civil Wars (1648-9, 1649-51) and the period of the Commonwealth (1649-53).

After introducing the dummies, the model appears to fulfil the iid.-normality assumption. The F-test for (no) autocorrelation up to second order is accepted with a p-value of 0.54. The Doornik & Hansen (1994) test for normality is accepted with a p-value of 0.26. The univariate tests for the individual variables are likewise accepted.

A crucial step in the analysis is to determine the number of equilibrium relationships, $r$, but this causes some difficulties, since, as it turns out, the model is poorly specified for the final years. We thus rely on a number of other methods, two of which are reported below. First, it is clear from figure 3.2 that the first relation is far more clearly stationary than the second and that any non-stationarity is largely attributable to the period from the early eighteenth century. Second, the largest root of the companion matrix is 0.76 while the second is 0.62. Imposing one unit root removes the largest unit root and the second is reduced to 0.61. In summary, an assumption of one unit root seems appropriate and is justified in as much as it allows for greater ease of interpreting the estimation results.

< Figure 3.2 about here >
After the assumption of $r=1$, a number of tests are performed using recursive estimation\textsuperscript{11} in order to test the assumption of parameter constancy. The important test for beta constancy is accepted for all sample lengths. However, the test for constancy of the log-likelihood suggests a structural break from around about 1700.

The structural break is clearly associated with a movement towards exogeneity of the marriage rate, as shown in the graph for the alpha (adjustment) coefficients in the second panel of figure 3.3. This is consistent with the movement from a negative correspondence between prices and the marriage rate, through a period of no significant correspondence to one of a positive relationship, as will be demonstrated in the next section.

\textless Figure 3.3 about here \textgreater

The coefficient beta, which can be interpreted as the elasticity of the marriage rate with respect to the price of wheat, is found to be -1.52 with a t-value of 8.94. This seems very high, but a more representative elasticity of around -0.5 prevails until the late 1600s, at which point, as already noted, the marriage rate seems to become exogenous, giving the beta-coefficient a spurious interpretation. Indeed, Kelly (2007) finds that while the elasticity of marriages with respect to the real wage (using weather as an instrument) is strongly significant from 1541-1700 with an elasticity of 1.4, it is insignificant for the years 1701-1800. (Kelly 2007, p. 11) The results here are thus clearly compatible with his.

\textsuperscript{11} In contrast to the sequential estimation used for the OLS analysis, the recursive estimation here starts with a base sample, and then adds one observation at a time.
3.2 Modern England, 1800-1965
For this period, the trend $t$ was found to be insignificant and was thus excluded. Special events were controlled for in a similar fashion to in the preceding section. A temporary period of very high wheat prices from 1800-2 associated with the Napoleonic wars is found to have a transitory effect as did the First World War, which caused a temporary increase in the marriage rate in 1915. The end of the First World War, however, is found to have a permanent and positive effect on the marriage rate; and the onset of the Second World War is found to usher in a period of permanently high prices, controlled for using a permanent blip dummy for 1940. Marriages are also affected, such that the level is temporarily high from 1939 to 1943 and permanently high from the end of the war in 1945.

After introducing the dummies, the model appears to fulfil the iid-normality assumption. The F-test for (no) autocorrelation up to second order is accepted with a p-value of 0.25. The Doornik & Hansen (1994) test for normality is accepted with a p-value of 0.07. The univariate tests for the individual variables are likewise accepted.

For this period, the choice of cointegration rank is simple. There is one very large root of the companion matrix (0.91), and the next highest is just 0.48 and stays at approximately this level with one unit root imposed. It is therefore assumed that $r = 1$.

A number of tests are again performed using recursive estimation in order to test the assumption of parameter constancy. The beta-coefficient, which again can be interpreted as the elasticity of the crude marriage rate with respect to the price of wheat, despite being constant at around 0.1 for

---

12 Marriages were stimulated by the offer of a generous separation allowance and pensions, and by the policy of taking single men first in the first period of the war. (Westermarck, p. 391)
the majority of the period, becomes significant in the first half of the nineteenth century, and can then be seen to be declining in importance and becoming insignificant with samples longer than until the 1930s, as seen in the second panel of figure 3.4.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.4}
\caption{Figure 3.4 about here}
\end{figure}

$lcmr$ is significantly adjusting throughout the period, whereas $lprice$ becomes increasingly exogenous, as illustrated by the third panel of figure 3.4. This is consistent with a movement from the 1820s towards free trade and a price determined by the law of one price on world markets.

4 A Simple Theoretical Framework: Towards an explanation for Ogle's Paradox

It is tempting to interpret the positive relationship between prices and marriages observed after 1800 as evidence for the collapse of Malthus’ hypothesis and indeed a paradox in terms of his model. However, the positive relationship would then remain to be explained, so it would be far more satisfactory if it was possible to understand the change within the context of Malthus’ theory. The following presents a simple model where this is the case.

As previously explained, Ogle (1890) considered that an increase in the price of wheat might suggest that exports are on the rise, which Ogle saw as evidence of mounting economic prosperity. More broadly speaking, what Ogle meant was that the English economy experienced an economic boom. An economic boom would imply not only that exports are on the rise but that the economy’s total output is on the rise. In addition, rather than thinking about higher prices as resulting from a
rise in freights, as Ogle did, a price increase more generally can be thought of as resulting from an uncompensated increase in aggregate demand or a drop in supply.

This can all be seen more clearly in the context of a regular supply-demand analysis. Such an analysis would consist of two components. The first component would concern the aggregate demand for marriages (i.e. the marriage rate) and its relationship with the economy’s total output. Following Malthus (1798), marriage means children with whom the family’s resources must be shared. If such anticipated sharing means living below one’s expected life-style, then marriage will be delayed until economic conditions improve. Under an economic recession, therefore, people would have fewer resources, resulting in fewer people getting married and fewer early marriages taking place.

To put this more rigorously, an economy’s marriage rate, symbolically denoted \( M \), would be given by the functional relationship

\[
M_t = M(Y_t),
\]

(2)

where it is assumed that \( M(\cdot) \) is continuous and monotonic, with \( Y \) measuring aggregate output in real terms.

The second component of the framework would be a standard \( AS-AD \) model, comprising the economy’s aggregate demand and supply of goods. As usual, the supply curve is upward-sloping, while the demand curve is downward-sloping. Together supply and demand determine the aggregate output, \( Y \) and the price level, \( P \). The \( AS-AD \) model on the one hand, and the
relationship between output and marriages on the other, are illustrated in Figure 4 below.

We can now turn to the analysis.

**Analysis**

In the analysis below, we look for shocks to supply and demand to examine the relationship between prices and marriages.

From the initial equilibrium (points marked 0 in Figure 4), two types of shocks are responsible for a price increase (panel a): an upward (rightward) shift in the $AD$-curve (i.e. a positive demand shock) and an upward (leftward) shift in the $AS$-curve (i.e. a negative supply shock). It follows that the impact on the marriage rate depends on the type of shock: a negative supply shock reduces the marriage rate (points marked A); a positive demand shock increases the marriage rate (points marked B). Whereas the first observation supports Malthus’ conjectures (a price increase causes a marriage rate decrease), the second observation is in favour of Ogle’s speculations (a price increase causes a marriage rate increase).

< Figure 4 about here >

Next, two types of shocks are responsible for a price reduction (panel b): a downward (rightward) shift in the $AS$-curve (i.e. a positive supply shock) and a downward (leftward) shift in the $AD$-curve (i.e., a negative demand shock). Again, the impact on the marriage rate depends on the type of shock: a positive supply shock increases the marriage rate (points marked B); a negative demand shock reduces the marriage rate (points
marked A). Again, whereas the first observation supports Malthus conjectures (a price reduction causes a marriage rate increase), the second observation favours of Ogle’s speculations (a price decrease causes a marriage rate decrease).

Taken together, therefore, panels (a) and (b) of Figure 4 demonstrate that supply shocks imply a negative correlation between prices and marriage rates, as Malthus imagined it. On the other hand, shocks to demand imply a positive correlation between prices and marriage rates, as Ogle (1890) was able to observe. This suggests that supply shocks were more pronounced when Malthus studied the economy, whereas demand shocks were more prevalent a century later when Ogle studied the economy, a prediction which can be made subject to testing.

There is, however, an obvious reason why we might expect the above prediction to be founded in historical fact. In the nineteenth century, England moved from a dependence on domestic production to an increasing dependence on foreign imports, and thus became less susceptible to supply shocks: if the American harvest failed, for example, it was possible to import from elsewhere. Demand shocks - which in any case had probably been less prevalent in the pre-industrial society, when many people were living close to subsistence level - would thus have come to dominate.

5 Conclusion
Is the positive relationship between prices and marriages observed after 1800 to be taken as evidence of a collapse of Malthus’ hypothesis? Or can it be explained within the context of his theory?
The analysis performed above suggests that Malthus’ position—if we interpret it as a positive relationship between output and marriages—leaves ample room for a positive relationship between prices and marriages. Conveniently, then, as the above analysis also established, this interpretation of Malthus’ theory makes Ogle’s apparent paradox—that prices and marriages are positively correlated—perfectly compatible with the Malthusian story.

The timing of the end of the Malthusian era has been subject to much debate. A key part of Malthus’ story was the preventive check mechanism. If this is identified with a negative relationship between prices and marriages, then the Malthusian era ended by the beginning of the nineteenth century when the positive relationship between prices and marriages emerged. If, on the other hand, we recognise Malthus’ hypothesis by a positive relationship between output and marriages, then the Malthusian era would have persisted up until the early twentieth century and maybe even longer.

In any case, an obvious implication of this current work is that marriage rates can be understood to be indicative of economic distress in England from at least the sixteenth century until the early twentieth century. In addition, the price of wheat is seen to be an important determinant of a key demographic variable until very recent times. Although this latter at least might initially seem as unlikely as Malthus’ famous ostrich theory,13 we feel that the evidence is conclusive.

13 “A writer may tell me that he thinks man will ultimately become an ostrich. I cannot properly contradict him. But before he can expect to bring any reasonable person over to his opinion, he ought to shew that the necks of mankind have been gradually elongating, that the lips have grown harder and more prominent, that the legs and feet are daily altering their shape, and that the hair is beginning to change into stubs of feathers.” (Malthus 1798, I.13)
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